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We state existence and several properties of the evolution operator relevant to a 
family {A(t) l 0~ f < T} of generators of analytic semigroups in a Banach space. 
The assumption that certain interpolation spaces do not depend on t allows us to 
weaken the usual regularity hypotheses on I + A(r), requiring only continuity in 
suitable topologies. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with a class of non-autonomous parabolic equations 
in a Banach space X, 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t), O<t<T 
40) = uo, 
(0.1) 
where the linear operators ,4(t): D(A(t)) c X + X generate an analytic 
semigroup in X. Moreover the domains D(A(t)) and the interpolation 
spaces D,,,,(9 + 1, 0~)) are assumed to be independent of t for some 
SE-JO, l[. 
The new feature of this paper is the fact that the function t --, A(t) 
is merely continuous, with values both in L(D(A(O)), X) and in 
L(D,,,,($+ 1, co), D,,,,($, co)). No other assumption, such as Holder 
continuity (as in [12, 14,2]) or differentiability of t + (A -A(t))-’ (as in 
[S, 15, 1 I), is made. We show the existence of an evolution operator G( t, S) 
in the space E= D,(,,(9, co), enjoying the usual properties of the parabolic 
evolution operator. In particular, G(t, s) E L(E, F) for s < t < T, where 
F= D,(,,(9 + 1, co) is the domain of the restriction of the operators A(t) to 
E, and 
IIG(t, ~)llmF) <c t-s’ O<s<t<T. 
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Moreover, t -+ G(t, s) is differentiable in Is, r] with values in L(E), and 
$ G(t, s) = A(t) G(t, s), O<s<t<T. 
In our situation, F is not necessarily dense in E, the closure F of F in E 




Finally, if f is regular enough and x E F, the unique solution of problem 
(0.1) is given by the variation of constants formula: 
u(t) = G(t, 0)x + jf G(t, s)f(s) ds, Obt<T. 
0 
Other properties of the operators G(t, s) can be found in Section 2. 
The construction of G(t, s) is based on an optimal regularity result for 
the autonomous equation 
u’(t)=Av(t)+g(t), s<t<T 
4s) = y, 
where A: D(A) = D c X + X generates an analytic semigroup. Precisely, if 
gEZ(s, T)=: {gEC(ls, Tl;X) I sup (t--s)1P9 llg(t)llx< 00; S<t<T 
g(t)ED,(& ~0) Vte Is, Tl, 
SUP 
s<r<T 
(t-s) IMtM DA(9, m) < 03 > 
and y E D,($, co), we show that both u’ and Au belong to Z, and they 
depend continuously on g and y. Note that Z is not contained in 
L’(s, T; D,,,,($, co)). Then the non-autonomous problem (0.1) is solved by 
a standard perturbation argument. In Section 3 we give two applications of 
our result. The first is a parabolic initial boundary value problem in a 
bounded smooth open set 52 t R”, 
+ c bAt, x) %jt, x)+ 46 x) 44 XL O<t<T,xei& 
i= I 
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i Pj(x)u,,(t,x)+y(x)u(t,x)=O, O<i<T,XEx& 
i=l 
with initial datum u,, E C”(a), 0 < (T < 1. 
The second one is the study of an impulsive control system, 
y,(tv xl =.Y,,(t, xl + u’(t) B(x) y,(t, x)3 O<t<T, XER, 




where u E C( [0, T]) is the control, fi and y, are given sufficiently smooth 
functions. Since u is only continuous, (0.3) has to be understood in a 
suitable weak sense. We show in fact that there is an operator 
S:C([O, T])xC”(R)+C([O, T]xlW), (u, y,,)+S(u, y,)=y, such that if 
y0 E C’(R) (0 < 0 < 1 ), and if u is smooth enough, then y = Su is the unique 
classical solution of (0.3). This is done by means of a suitable change of 
variables, transforming (0.3) into (O.l), withf 0 and u,, = y,. Problems of 
impulsive control were investigated mainly for systems of ordinary (non- 
linear) differential equations: see [13, 5, lo]. Equations of the form (0.3) 
arise also in stochastic partial differential equations, see [6]. 
Problem (0.1) was studied also by Da Prato and Grisvard in [7], in the 
case where the interpolation spaces D a(,j(Q + 1) are independent of t and 
t + A(t) E C( [0, T]; L(D,,,,($ + l), D,,,,(9))). See also [4]. However, they 
work in spaces of functions which are continuous up to t = 0 with values 
in DA,,,W C71 or else singular, but with mild singularity, at t =0 [4]. 
Therefore they are forced to consider more regular initial data (e.g., 
%ED,,~,(~+ 1) in C71, XED,(,) (Q+E) in [4], s>O), so that they not 
construct the parabolic evolution operator G(t, s) on D,(,)(9). 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let T> 0, let U be any Banach space with~norm 1). II”, and let 9 E 10, l[, 
0 <a < b < T. We shall use in the sequel the following functional spaces: 
C( [a, 61; U), C’( [a, b]; U), C(]a, b]; U) with the usual meanings and 
no~s.B(Ca,bl;~)=:{cp:Ca,bl~UI s~p~~~~~llq(f)ll~<~}. 
We shall assume X is a Banach space with norm (1 .)I, and that 
A: D(A) c X+ X generates an analytic semigroup era, t 2 0 in X. D(A) is 
endowed with the graph norm. We refer to [ll] for the properties of erA 
and of the intermediate spaces D,(9, co), D,(9), D,(9+ 1, co), and 
D,(8 + 1 ), 0 < 9 < 1; and we refer to [ 143 for some interpolation properties 
of such spaces. 
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For any T>O, O<t<T, n>l, and 0~9~1 there are Mo,M,,,M,,:, 
such that 
II erA II L(DAS, a), X) d MO, 
llA”e’A II j L(X) <; Ml29 
jAnerA I( 
1 
<---A4 UDA(S, m), w ’ j”-s n, 9’ 
(l-1) 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 0 < 9 < 1 and let A, be defined by 
A,: D,(a + 1, a) C D,(& 0) -+ D,(& a), 
A,x= Ax for xED,(Q+ 1, co). 
Then A, generates an analytic semigroup in D,(& co) which is the 
restriction of erA, t > 0, to D,($, co). 
Proof: See [ 11, Proposition 1.101. i 
The reiteration theorem yields 
DAS(P, a)=DA(g+P, ~01, o<p<1, S+B#l; 
IIXII D”(s+p, co) G C(A $1 llxll &(Sf I, co) . II-4 &,“g, 00)’ (1.2) 
foreach XED,(Q+ 1, co). 
We shall use the following interpolation property: 
If a linear operator S belongs to L(D,(9, oo), D,(9 + 1, co)) 
n L(D,($ + 1, co)), then S belongs to L(D,(9 + p, oo), D,(9 + 1, co)) 
for any 0 < /I -C 1 and llS[l L(D,dS +8. m ), DA(S +I, a, )) 
G CM 9) llSllZTI&s, cm), D”(Sf 1. m)) IlSIlBL(D”(S+ 1, Co)). (1.3) 
We recall an explicit representation formula for the solution of problem 
u’(t) = Au(t) +f(t), t#-j<t<t,, 
(1.4) 
44J = x, 
with 0 6 t, < tl < T. Under suitable assumptions on f: [to, ti] + A’, for 
each x E D(A) the unique solution of (1.4) is given by 
1 
I 
u(t) = e (I- WAX + e(‘-S)Af(s) h =: e(t-‘o)Ax + u(t) (1.5) 
4 
(see [ 11, (2.4)]). We shall use some regularity properties of u: 
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THEOREM 1.2. LetO<9<1andletO<t,<t,<T.Zff~C([t,,t,];X)n 
B([t,, t,];D,(9, co)) and x~D,(9+ 1, CD), then u(t) defined in (1.5) 
verifies (1.4)for each tE [to, tI]. 
Moreover 
u’EC(Cto,t,l;X)nB(Ct,, t,l;D,(9, co)) 
AuEC’(Cb tll;X)nB(Cto, tIl;D,(& co)), 
llA4l @([lo. r,]; x)+ llA4l 
(1.6) 
wcro. t11; D,4(% ml) 
GCc(% ~MI)Cll%,(9+1,m)+ llfll~(~,,,,,,:~,(~,,))1. 
In addition 
iff E C([to, t,]; D,(9)) andxED,($+ l), then 
~‘7 Au E C(Ct,, t,l; D,(W) (1.7) 
(see [ll, Theorem 5.51). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given 0 6 t, < t, d T and 0 < 9 < 1 we have for 
O<a<9 
C9(Cto, t1l;~)n~(Ct,, t1l;D,4(4 00)) 4 C9([to, t1];D,($-a)), 
and 
II4 c-ccto, 111; Dd9--a)) 
<aa 0, T, Ml) ~~~~ll~ll,(~ro,r,];X)~ II~lIB(~,o,r,];D”(~.m))}~ (1.8) 
for each u E C’(Cto, t,l; 9 n B(Ct,, t,]; D,(& co)) (see [ll, Proposi- 
tion 2.61). 
2. THE EVOLUTION OPERATOR G(t, s) 
We show two maximal regularity properties for the solution of (1.4). Let 
UbeanyBanachspaceandlet$E]O,l[,/IE]0,2[ (/3#l),O<a<b<T. 
It is convenient to introduce the Banach spaces 
~I(la,~l;~A(B, a))=: (9: la,bl+Xl cp(t)EDAB, 00) VtE la,bl; 
<cp)s=:rr~~~b(f-a)ll~(t)llo,(8,,)<~}; 
C1-9(la,b1; V=: {cPEC(la,bl; VI I Cv19=: 
sup (t--a)‘-’ Ildt)llu<~f; a<t<b 
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W[u, b] =: C”( [a, b]; X) f-7 B( [a, b]; D,(& co)); 
aa, b)=: C,&,(h bl;X)nB,(la, bl;D,4(9, 00)); 
Y(a,h)=: ~,~,~(l~,61;D(A))~~,(la,hl;D,(9+1,co)), 
(2.1) 
with C’([Ia, 61; X) and B( [a, b]; D,(9, co)) defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f E Z(t,, tl) and let XE D,(& a~). Then the function u 
defined in (1.5) is the unique solution of (1.4) and enjoys the properties 
Ufz wto, trl; (2.2) 
uEC’([t,+E, t1l;W)) VE E 10, t, - t,[; (2.3) 
u’, AUEZ(&), t1). (2.4) 
Moreover 
II4 Z(k?, 11) d CIC II4 D"(8. co) + Ilf IIz(ro. ,,,I~ (2.5) 
Ilull W[fO, r,]+ ECUI CYCfO+E, r,]: D(A)) + Ilull Y(@, I,) 
6 c2cll-4 Da(9, CT) + Ilf II Z(Q, J’ (2.6) 
where cl and c2 depend on 9, T, M,, M,, M,, $, M,, 9. 
In addition 
iff E CI(lto, [,I; D,AW)n C,-Jlto, t,l; W, then 
u’, AUG C,(lt,, t,l; D,(W) n C, -Jib, t,l; W; (2.7) 
ifx~D,JW,fe C,(lb, tll; D,(W)n C,-Jlto, tIl; 9, and 
lim, _ to’ (t-t,)‘~‘f(t)=OinX, thenuEC([t,, t,];D,($)). (2.8) 
ProojI First we show that u E C’([t,, tl]; X). From (1.5) for t, 6 T < 
t<t, we have 
u(t)- U(T) = (e”-‘O’A _ ,+roM )x+J~e”~““f(s)dc 
(‘-‘)A - e”p”)A)f(s) ds =: I, + I, + I,. (2.9) 
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From (1.1) it follows that 
(2.10) 
Hence UE C’([t,,, t,]; X). Let us show that UE B([t,, t,]; D,(9, CD)). By 
(1.5) and (1.1) for te [to, t,] we have 
Ilu(t < C($, MO, ml%,(,9, m) + u-19). (2.11) 
Recalling that [~(t)]~~(~,~)=sup~<~~~ ll ‘-9Ae5Au(t)ll, for tE [to, tl], we 
set 
~l-S~eSAU(t)=~l-S~e(C+‘~‘O’Ax 
+ij-‘A f’e’:“-“~~(s)ds=J,(C)+J,(r). (2.12) 
10 
From (1.1) it follows that, for 0 < 5 < 1, 
I 
1 dr 
GM1 0 (l-r)9r’-3 L-f 13. 
Hence (2.2) holds, and by (2.1Ok(2.13) we get 
1141 w[to, r,] G k* Cllxll D/1(3, 00) + Ilf II .z(,o, 1,J 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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(2.15) 
Let us show (2.3). Using (2.9) for t, < z < t 6 r1 we have 
IIAu(t) - M7)ll G IW, II + IW, II + IIAZ, Il. 
From (1.1) it follows that 
IW2lI GM,,9 jrt(t-sy*b9s W9+4,,9(~-I)9 u-)9; 
W,II GM2 j(ln+r)‘2 j;3-$9 Cf19+hf2,9 j7 
to cfo + r)~2 
,‘“&f (f>9 
r - s r 
G&M2(l-r) j’““” ctps~sl-s Cflg (2.16) 
f0 
2 
+(lo+7)(l-~)M2~s I,,,, J L 
1 1 





t, + 7 
M2 o (,~,),1-9w-5)9 D-19 
2 
+(t,+7)rJ(1-9)M2.9(~-7)s u-)9. 
Hence (2.3) holds. Moreover from (2.15) and (2.16) it follows that 
ECUI c~([to+E,t1];D(A)) ~~2CllxllD,c9, m) + llfllz(t,,r,J. (2.17) 
Let us show (2.4). For t E It,,, tI] we get 
(t-rt,)‘-s IIAu(t)ll <(t-&p9 
[ 
IIAe(‘-‘O)A XII + 
II 




d- ‘jAf(s) ds 
(b + o/2 Ill 
G lbll D.ds,m)+Ml j~‘2(1~~rlJlLl 
+M,.S I ,;2(l$Lrm. (2.18) 
Hence Au belongs to C,_,J]t,, t,]; X) (see (2.3)). 
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From (2.18) for t E ]to, ti] it follows that 
(t-to) IIMt)ll GC(& T, M,, ~l,g)(II~IIDA(g,m) + [fig+ (f>g). 
Using now (2.12), for TV It,, t,] we have 
(t - GdC~wl,A(s. ca) 








< (t - to) M, 
dr 




(‘-9 ((+t/q-9 1 (f )9 
i 112 GM2 dr 2 o (l-r)2rl-9 Cfl3+~-2,3 (f >9. 
Therefore, by (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21), Au belongs to B,(]t,, t,]; 
D,(9, co)). Since Aue C(]to, t,]; X), there exists U’E C(]t,, t,]; X) (see [9, 
Theorem 2.4 (ii)]). Moreover u’= Au + f belongs to Z(t,, ti) and (2.4) is 
entirely shown. Estimate (2.5) follows by summing up (2.18k(2.21). 
Thanks to (2.4), UE Y(t,, t,); moreover by (2.18), (2.11), (2.19), (2.20) 
and (2.21) we get 
ll4l Y($. II) G k3C II41 D"(9, m) + Ilf II Z(,o, , )I. 
From (2.14), (2.17), and (2.22), (2.6) follows. 
Let us show (2.7). It is clear that 
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In particular 
2 + e(‘-‘“)AxE C( It,, t,]; D,($ + 1)). (2.24) 
We consider now u(t) (see (1.5)). For to < (3 < t 6 t, we get 




e(“-S)Af(s) ds + j’ e(‘-s)Af(.s) ds 
0 
By (2.24), t + e(r-u)A 40.) E C(lQ, t11; D,4(9 + 1 )I. 
Since f~ C([o, t,]; D,(9)), from Theorem 1.2 it follows that t + 
Ske (‘-uAf((~) ds belongs to C([a, t,]; D,(9+ 1)). Hence AUE C(]a, t,]; 
D,(9)), Vo~]t~, tr[, so that Au~C(lt,, tr];D,(9)). We know yet that 
Au~Br(]t,, tr]; D,($, co)) n C, J]tO, t,]; X); therefore Au satisfies (2.7). 
Obviously U’ = Au +f satisfies (2.7). 
Concerning (2.8), by the last statement of Theorem 1.2 (with f=O), 
t+e(‘-‘“)A~tzC([tO, t,]; D,(9)); hence it is sufficient to show that 
UE C(Cb, t,l; D,(W). 
Thanks to (2.4), u(t)eDA(9 + 1, co) for each TV It,,, tr], and conse- 
quently u(t)~D,(9) for each t~]t,, tr]. Since u(tO)=O, u(t)~D,($), 
Vt E [to, t,]. From (2.3), u E C[a, t,]; D,(9)), Vae ]to, t,[. Moreover by 
assumptions (2.8) for each 6 > 0, there exist i> t, such that for t, < t < i, 
(t-&JP9 Ilf(t)]l ~6. Hence using (2.12) and proceeding as in (2.13) we 
get 
so that lim I _ ,; u(t) = 0 = u(r,) in D,(9), taking also into account (2.2). 
Therefore (2.8) holds. 1 
We consider now a non-autonomous problem 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t), s<t<T 
u(s) = x, 
(2.25) 
where 0b.s~ T. 
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We shall assume that 
Vt E [s, r], A(t): D(A(t)) c X-, X generates an analytic 
semigroup PA(‘), d 20 in X; Vt, z E [s, T], D(A(r)) = 
D(A(t)) =D with equivalent norms; 39>0 such that 
D.4,,,(9+ 1, ~)=D,,,,(~+ 1, ~)=D,(~+ 1, a) with 
equivalent norms; A( .) E C( [s, T]; L(D, X)) n C( [s, r]; 
W,($ + 1, oo), D/J% a))). (2.26) 
THEOREM 2.2. If (2.26) holds, let f~ Z(s, T) and let x E D,(9, CO), then 
there exists a unique solution u of problem (2.25) belonging to Y(s, T). 
Moreover 
UE WCs, T-J; (2.27) 
UEC~([S+E, T];D), VEE]~, T-SC; (2.28) 
II4 W[s, T] +44cq[s+E, 7-];D(,4)) + ll4l Y(s, T) 
d c3 Cll4l DA(9, 00) + Ilf IIZ(s, T)lf (2.29) 
where Z(s, T), Y(s, T), and WCs, T] are defined in (2.1) and c3 depends on 
9, T M,, M,, M,,,, M,,,, and on the modulus of continuity of t + A(t). 
Proof: We rewrite problem (2.25) as 
u'(t)=&) u(t)+ (A(t)-A(s)) u(t)+f(t), s<t<T 
u(s) =x. 
(2.30) 
For WE Y(s,s,), let g(t)=: (A(t)-A(s)) w(t)+f(t) and let fw=u, where 
u is the solution of 
u’(t) = A(s) u(t) +g(t), s<t$T 
u(s) =x. 
(2.31) 
Let us show that I? Y(s, sr) -+ Y(s, sl) is a contraction for s, E Is, T], 
s, -s sufficiently small. Since w E Y(s, sl), then gEZ(s, sl). Hence, by 
Theorem 2.1, A(s)u~Z(s, s,) and UE Y(s, sl) so that r maps Y(s, sl) into 
itself. Moreover, due again to Theorem 2.1, 
nms,))c WCs,s,lnC9(Cs+&,S,1;D), V'EE]~,S~-s[. (2.32) 
Let l-u - Tw = z. Then z is the solution of 
z’(t)=A(s)z(t)+(A(t)-A(s))(u-w)(t), s<t<s,fT 
z(s) = 0. 
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By (2.6) we have 
Il~u--~4l Y(S,SI)= ll%3,(IS,.,,;D,(s+ I, a,)) + lI~II~,.~9(].s,‘,];D) 
dc2 ll(A. )-A(s))(u(.)-W(.))lI,(.,,.,) 
dc2 c sup SGlS3, JIA(Q-A(s)llL(D,(s+ 1, m), DA(S. K,)) 
x lb - 41 Bl(ls,sll;~A(~~+ I, a?)) 
+S:yy,, II~(~)-~(m(D,x) llu- wlIc,ms( ,.S, S,,;D)l. . . 
Now choose si so close to s in such a way that 
C2ClIA(~)-&)ll L(DA(s+ 1, ml, DAS. 001) 
+ IM(t) - ‘oll.(,, x,1 G 43 v’t E [s, s,]. 
Then r is a contraction and there exists a unique fixed point u of r in 
Y(s, si), and u is a solution of (2.25) in [s, si]. If s, = T, the proof is 
finished; otherwise set yi = u(si) E D,(9 + 1, co) and consider the problem 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t), s,<t<T 
u(s,)=Y,. 
Again, define ri on Y,(s,, s2) =B([s,, s,]; D,(9+ 1, co)) n C([s,, s,]; D), 
with s2 E [s,, T], by r, w = U, where u is the solution of 
u’(t) = 41) u(t) + (A(t) - -4s,)) w(t) +&f(t), s,<tGT (2.33) 
4SI) =Yl. 
Let us show that r, : Y,(s,, s2) -+ Y,(s,, s2) is a contraction for s2 - s, 
sufficiently small. If WE Y1(si,s2), then gi(.)=(A(-)-A(s,))w(.)+f(.) 
belongs to Zi(s,, s2) =: B([s,, s,]; D,($, co)) n C( [s,, s,]; X). Then 
Theorem 1.2 is applicable and it gives that A(s,)uE Z,(s,, s2), 
UE Y,(s,, s2), so that ri maps Y, into Yi. Moreover, by (1.6), 
iir, u - r1 WII y,(S,, S2) 
= llzll B(Cs1,ml;D,d9+ 1, ~01) 
< c(% T, MI) II(A( .) - &,))(u( -I- W( .))I/ B([s,, s2]; ~~(3, co)) 
<CC& T,M,) sup CII~(~)-~(~~)II~(o,(s+,,~),~A(s,~)) s,<r<sz 
provided s2 - si is sufficiently small, say s2 - si d 6. 
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Hence f, has a unique fixed point belonging to Y,(s,, sz). If s2 = T, the 
proof is finished; otherwise y, = A E D,(9 + 1, co) and we can repeat the 
same argument in the intervals [sz, s,], [s,, ~1, . . . . with si+ I = si + 6, 
i = 1, . . . . n - 1, and so on, until we cover [s, T] in a finite number n of 
steps. 
Condition (2.27) follows from (2.32) and from the obvious inclusion 
Yi(si,s;+,)cB(Csi,si+,l;Da(9, ~0)) 
n C”(CSiY %+,I; J-1, i=l ) . ..) n - 1. 
Condition (2.28) follows from (2.32) and from Theorem 1.2 applied in 
[si, si+ 1], i = 1, . . . . n- 1. Let us show (2.29). From (2.31) and (2.6), taking 
into account (2.26), it follows that 
II4 W[s,s,]+&CUICS(C,+,,.,,;D)+ II4 Y(s, SI 1 
~41xllD”(9,m)+ llfll2(,,,,,1 + IIMt)-A(s)) ~o)llZ(s,s,) 
~4lIxllD,(,,,)+ llfll,(s,,,)l+~ Ilull Y(S,S,)' 
with c2 = C(4 T Ml, M,, M,, 9, M,, J. 
Hence we have 
II4 WS,Sl] +&CGCs+E.S,,;D)+ 1141 Y(s,s,) 
G 2c2[:II%4(9, co) + llfllz(s,.,,l. (2.34) 
From (2.33), (1.6), and (2.26) it follows that 
Cul c~([sl,s2]:D)+ 11~11 Yl(SI,SI) 
6 CCllYI II D”(9+ 1, 00) + llfll B([q,s~];D~(s, m))l + 1 lbll Y,(Sl, s*), 
with C= C(9, T, M,). Hence, thanks to the obvious inclusion Y,(s,, s2) c 
Ws,, ~~1, we get 
Ilull WCSl,S21 + c~1c~(cs,,s*,;D)+ lbll Yl(S,,SZ) 
~4CCllY, IlD”(s+ 1, co) + IlfIlB([s,,s*,;D”(9, ao)J (2.35) 
We can repeat the estimate (2.35) in the intervals [si, si+ 1], i= 2, . . . . n - 1, 
so that we obtain 
Ml wcs,.s,+ll+ c~Ic~(b,,.,+,,:D)+ II4 Y,(s,,s,+1) 
~4ccll~(~i)llD,(9+ 1, a,+ IlfIIB([s,,s,+,]:D”(9, m,,l, (2.36) 
for i = 2, . . . . n - 1. Then (2.29) follows arguing by recurrence. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Zf (2.26) holds, let f~ B([s, T]; D,($, co)) n 
C( [s, T]; X), and let x E D,(9 + 1, co), then there exists a unique solution u 
of problem 
u’(t) = A(f) u(t) +f(t), s<t<T 
u(s) =x, 
belonging to B([s, T]; D,(9+ 1, co))n C([s, T]; D), and u’~B([s, T]; 
DA4 a))n C(Cs, Tl; J’). 
Moreover 
II4 B([s, T];DA(s+l, ml) G cJll%,p+ 1, co) + llflLqc,, Tl;DA(s, ,,,I, (2.37) 
where c3 is the same as in (2.29). 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [s,, T]. Inequality (2.37) 
follows from (2.35) and (2.36) arguing by recurrence. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. For each x E D,(9, co) and 0 <s 6 t < T set 
G(t, s)x= u(t), 
where u is the solution of the problem 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t), s<tdT 
u(s) = x, 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
given by Theorem 2.2. 
Let us list some immediate consequences of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 
2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let 9~10, l[, /3~]0, l[, and XED,(Q, co). Then for 
0 < s < t < T, G( t, s)x enjoys the properties 
IlG(h s)xll D,,(s, co) i C II-Q DA(s, m,; (2.40) 
M(t) (36 sbIIm, co) 6 C++ ll%,~~, m,; (2.41) 
1 
IlG(t> sbll~ G C (t-s)‘-9 ~~Xb(9,~); (2.42) 
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forO<s<z<t<TandaE]O,Q[ 
Moreover, if x E D,(9 + B, 00 ), then 
zfx~D,($+ 1, co), then 
(2.47) 
where all the constants depend on 9, T, M,, M,, M,,,, M,.,, and on the 
modulus of continuity of t + A(t). Moreover the constants depend also on fl 
in (2.43), (2.46), and on o in (2.45). 
Proof Property (2.40) follows from (2.29). Properties (2.41) and (2.42) 
follow from (2.29) and from the definition of the spaces B,(]s, T]; 
D,($ + 1, co)) and C,-,(]s, T]; D) respectively (see (2.1)). Property (2.43) 
follows from (1.2), (2.40), and (2.41). Property (2.44) follows from (2.29) 
for E = ‘F -s. Concerning (2.45), from Theorem 2.2 and Definition 2.4, it 
follows that 
t + G(t, s)x~B~(]s, T-J; 
D,(S+l, co))nC’([s+a, T];D), V’EE]~, T-SC. 
Hence by Proposition 1.3 we get 
t + G(t, S)XE C:( [s, T]; D,,,(9 + 1 - G, cc)), Va E 10, $[. 
Therefore (2.45) is a consequence of (1.8), (2.41), and (2.44). Property 
(2.47) follows from (2.37). Finally by (1.3), (2.41), and (2.47), (2.46) 
holds. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f~ C([s, T]; D,(9, co)) and let XED,($, oo), 
9 E 10, l[. Then the solution u of problem (2.25) is given by 
u(t)=G(t,s)x+~‘G(t,r)/(r)dr, t E Is, T]. (2.48) 
s 
Proof By Theorem 2.2 we know that problem (2.25) has a unique 
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solution belonging to H=: C,(]s, T]; D,(8/2 + 1, co)) n C,-,,(]s, T]; D). 
Since XE D,($, co), then the function t + G(t, s)x belongs to N thanks to 
Theorem 2.2. 
We shall show that the function w(t) = jr G(t, r)f(r) dr belongs to 
C([s, T]; D,(9/2 + 1, co)) and solves 
w’(t) = A(t) w(t) +f(t), t E Is, Tl 
w(0) = 0. 
This will imply the statement. 
We remark that (2.43) and (2.45) imply 
for each x E D,($, co). In particular, they imply 
Then, by (2.49) and (2.51), for s < z < t < T we have 
G(t, r)f(r) dr - j’ G(7, r)f(r) dr 
3 II DAt9/2+ 1, m) 
,< 
II j 
’ G(t, r).f(r) dr 




j (G(t, r) - G(G r))f(r) dr 
s II D,4(.9/2 + 1, ~0) 
(t-T)9’2+(f-r)8’4(T-S)3’4 1 .:yFT Ilf(r)ll DA($, co)’ . . 
Hence t --) 1:. G(t, r)f(r) dr is continuous with values in D,(9/2 + 1, co). Let 
us show now that t + w(t) is differentiable with values in D,($/2, ~0) and 
w’(t)=A(t)w(t)+f(t). Let s,<t<t+h$T. Then 
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‘ihG(l+h,r)f(r)dr-frC(r,r)f(r)dr]-~(~)f~G(~,r)~(r)dr-~(~) 
s s 
1 =- f”” CG(t+ h, r)- G(t, r)] f(r) dr+il,‘+” G(t, r)(f(r)--f(t)) dr 
h t 
+;r”” G(t, r).f(t) dr -f(f) I 
+~t[G(r+h’~-G(r’r)-A(t)C(r,r)]f(r)dr. 
E 
Since t --f G(t, r) E C([s, T]; L(D,(S, a), 0,($/Z, co))) and t + f(t) E 
C([s, T]; D,(9, co)), both the first and the second integral go to zero in 
D,(9/2, CO) as h goes to zero; the third integral converges to f(t) in 
D,(9/2, co) as h + O+. Moreover we have 
G(t+h,r)-G(t,r) 
h 
-A(t) G(t, r) f(r) dr 1 II DAW, 00) 
< ’ [A(t+oh)G(t+ah,r)-A(t)G(t,r)]f(r)dodr 
DAW. m) 




=: I, +z2. 
s 0 DA9,‘2. 00) 
By (2.49), if E(h) is the modulus of continuity of t + A(t), we get 
I,< f ff * IMt+oh)-A(t)lI L(D,4(.9/2+ 1. a). D,4(9/2. 03)) s 0 
. IIG(t + 4 r)ll UDA(G. m). D~(9/2+ I. co)) kf-(r)ll D,,(9, cc,) da dr 
I I 
<C II 
E(h) do dr 
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By (2.51) we get 
Therefore, w is right differentiable with values in D,(9/2, co), and 
w’+(t)=A(t) w(t)+f(t) for s<t<T. Moreover t-+A(t) w(t)+f(t) is 
continuous in [s, T] with values in D,(9/2, cc). It follows that w is 
continuously differentiable in [s, T] with values in D,(9/2, 00) and satisfies 
(2.25). 1 
3. Two APPLICATIONS 
(1) We apply here some of the previous results to a parabolic initial 
boundary value problem, 
u,(c x) = i 4j(t, xl ~x,x,(~, xl 
i, j = I 
+ i bit& xl ~X,(~~ xl 
i=l (3-l) 
+ C(k x) 46 x), O<t<T, XE~, 
40, x) = %dx), XED, 
i~lPi(x)~.~,(I,X)+y(x)u(I~X)=O, O<tGT, XEaQ, 
where Sz is a bounded open set in 54” with boundary 852 of class C2 l c 
(0 < (T < 1); the coefftcients a0 satisfy a uniform ellipticity assumption, 
i aij(f, x, titj 2P ItI’, p > 0, vt = (<, , . . . . 5,) E R”, 
r,j= I 
VCE [0, T-J, VXE~. 
We make the following regularity assumptions, 
(3.2) 
Q,j, hi, c E C( CO, 7’1 X 81, i,j= 1 , . . . . n, (3.3) 
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and they are Hiilder continuous in x, uniformly with respect o t, i.e., 
i sup b&9 xl - 4j(4 Y)l 
I,, = 1 -y+“,II lx-Yl” 
+ i sup IbiCf, x) - bi(tv Y)l 
i=, X*YSfi X#Y lx-Yl” 
+ sup 144 X)-4& Y)l < o. 
X,YPQ Ix-Yl” . X#Y 
(3.4) 
Moreover we assume that I -+ ~(t, .), t + bi(t, .), t -+ c(t, .) are continuous 
with values in C’(a), i.e., for i, j= 1, . . . . n, 
lim sup bij(~~ x) - %j(c Y) - %j(~O~ x) + ~& Y)l = () 3 t-10 X,YPG- Ix-Yl” 
XZY 
lim sup bi(t9 X)-bi(t,y)-bi(ro,x)+bi(to,y)l 
lx-Yl” 
=. 
3 1+1lj x,ysa (3.5) 
XZY 




Pi, YE cu+‘(as2)9 i = 1, . . . . n, 
for some 0 < (7 < 1. We remark that uU satisfies the previous condition, for 
example, if a0 = al(t) u,(x), a, E C( [0, T]), a2 E C”(B) or if there exists 
au,/iYx continuous with respect to (t, x). The same remark for bi and c 
applies. 
We state now an existence and regularity theorem for the solution of 
(3.1). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I’ u,, E C’(B), O<o< 1, O<a <g, there is a unique 
solution of (3.1), 24 EC( [O, n x ST) such that u,,A(.)u~c(]O, T-Jxn). 
Moreover, if 9 = (a - a)/2 we have 
u,(t, .) E CC(i2) VtE IO, n 
SUP 
OGICT 
t IMPS *HI c”(lT) < a? sup r’-$ II~,(f, .)llC(ls) < co. (3.7) 
OGl<T 
In addition 
u( .) X)E P([O, T-j), VXEQ sup II4.7 XIII @(CO, T ) < m (3.8) 
xcl? 
u( t, . ) E CqJ), vt E co, n SUP II4c .)llcqa, < a. (3.9) 
OCIGT 
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Proof: Setting u(t, .) = u(t), we can write problem (3.1) as an abstract 
Cauchy problem of the type (2.25) choosing 
x= C”(L.q, 
D = D@(t)) = C;+‘(@ 
cpEc+2m i Bi(~)cpx,(x)+Y(x)cp(x) Ian=0 
(3.10) 
i= 1 
where a is any number between 0 and a. 
Then t -+ A(t) E C(0, T; L(D, X)). It is well known that for each 
t E [0, T], A(t) generates an analytic semigroup in X, and the interpolation 
spaces D,(9, co ), D,(9 + 1, cc ) are given by 




with equivalence of the respective norms (see Lemma 1.1 and [3]). 
Hence D&9, ~0) = D,&Q, ~0 ) and DA&$ + 1, ~0) = DA&~ + 1, ~0 1 
are independent of I, and their norms are equivalent. Moreover 
t + A(t) E C(0, T; L(D,,,,(9 + 1, co), D,,,@, 00))) n C(0, T; L(D, X)) 
thanks to assumptions (3.3)-(3.6). 
u0 E C”(a) implies u,, E D,,,,(& co); then Theorem 2.2 is applicable and 
the first statement and (3.7) follow. Properties (3.8), (3.9) follow from 
(2.27) and (2.1). 1 
(2) Let as consider an impulsive control system governed by a 
parabolic one dimensional equation: 
Yt(C xl =JJ,,(h xl + u’(t) B(x) Y,(k xl, O<t<T, XER, 
(3.11) 
A03 xl = Y(X), XE R. 
Here y: [O, T] x R + R is the state and U: [0, T] + R is the control. Of 
course if U, p, and y, are smooth enough, there are several existence and 
uniqueness theorems for the solution of (3.11). 
We want to define a “weak” solution of (3.11) in the case where u is only 
continuous in [0, T]. We define some functional spaces: 
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X= uC( [w) = {f: [w + R uniformly continuous and bounded}, 
ucyw = {fg CW) I .Lf’ E x>, 
UC2(R) = {fE C2(W ILf’,f”E x>, 
UC”(R) = {fEXn Co(R)}, 
uc’+~(R)= {fEUC’(R) If”ECyR)). 
We assume 
BE uc2+“(R), with 0~10, l[. (3.12) 
Setting y( t, .) = y( t) and choosing 
x= UC(R), 
A: D(A) = UP(R) -+ x; Af=f”, 
B: D(B) = UC’(R) +x; Bf=Pf’, 
we can write problem (3.11) as an abstract Cauchy problem in the space 
x: 
y’(t) = Ay(t) + u’(t) By(t), O<t<T 
(3.13) 
Y(O) = Yo. 
It is well known that A generates an analytic semigroup etA, t 2 0 in X, and 
B generates a strongly continuous group et’, t E R, in X. 
The interpolation spaces, if 0 < 29 < 1, are given by 
DA(Q, co) = uc2s(R), 
I),($+ 1, co)= uc2+28(R). 
Setting w(t) = e- (“(r)-u(o))By(t) in (3.13), we get that, if J’ is solution of 
(3.13), then w is a solution of 
w’(t) = e- (U(r)--U(0))EAe(U(I)--U(O))BW(t) =: A(t) w(t), O<t<T, 
40) =yo. 
(3.14) 
Therefore, problem (3.11) is written in the form (2.25). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let u E C( [0, T]), BE UC’+O( R), 0 < ~7 < 1. Then for 
each y. E UP(R) there is a unique function w E C( [0, T] x R) such that 
there exists w, = A( .)w E C(]O, T] x 58) and w satisfies (3.14). 
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Moreover 
w(t, .)E c*+~(lR), vt E 10, T] and 
SUP t IIw(t, . )II @+“(w) < a, o~lf~Tt1-u’2 IIw(t, dllC’(R) < a; (3.15) 
0gt<?- . . 
w(t, .) E C”(R), vt E [O, T], sup IIw(r, .)IIco(Iw) < ~0. (3.16) 
OS:I<T 
Finally if UE C’([O, T]), then y(t)= ec”(‘)-“‘o’)Bw(t) satisfies (3.11) and 
enjoys the same regularity as w in (3.15) and (3.16). 
Proof Let us show that t + A(t) is continuous both as a function with 
values in L(D(A), X) and with values in L(D,(a/2 + 1, co), D,(a/2, 00)). 
By (3.12) it follows that 
31, E IF! and KE L(X) n L(D,(a/2, co)) such that 
(A,-A)B(A,-A)-‘=B+K. (3.17) 
Actually, let 1, E p(A). Then the commutator r = (1, - A)B - B(lo - A) 
is a second order differential operator with coefficients in P(W) = 
D,(a/2, m). Therefore the linear operator (1, - A) B(I, - A))’ - B = 
r(J,-A)-‘=: K maps X into X and DA(a/2, co) into D,(o/2, 00) 
continuously. 
Let us show that (2.26) holds, provided u E C( [O, 7’1). 
Thanks to (3.12) we have 
eC”EL(UCY(lR)), vyE[o,2+9], VtjER. (3.18) 
Therefore, 
cpEW(t))-e (u(1) - u(“))B~ ED(A) = uC*( [w ), 
and D(A(t)) = D(A) = UC*(R). 
Similarly 
VED~,,,(~+ 1, co1-e (“(‘)-u(o))Bcp E D,($ + 1, co), 
and D,,,,(9 + 1, 00) = D,(9 + 1, co). 
Moreover if 2,~p(A) by (3.17) we have 
‘4(s) -A(t) 
=e -(u(t)-u(O))B ( 
1, _ A) e(U(‘)buw)B _ e-wbU(Ow(~o _ A) e(u(s)-~KJw 
=e -(u(t) - u(O))B [ew) - u(s))(B + w _ ew) - w=J(~o _ A) e@(d - u(O))B 
=e -(u(r)-u(O))B Ce 
(u(t) - u(s))K -Z] e -(u(s)bu(~))B(~~ _ A) e(u(s)-u(0))B. 
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Therefore (IA(t)-A(s)l(.(,(,,,,,~const. J(e(U(c)-u(S))K-ZII +O as It--sl 40. 
Similarly, 
lim M(f) - &)ll If--s1 -0 UDA9 + 1. 00). DA& 00)) 
< const. lim IIe(U(‘)-U(S))K - 41 -uDA(% m)) = 0. If--sI -0 
Hence A(.) E C( [0, T]; L(D(A), X)) n C([O, T]; L(D,($ + 1, co), 
D,(9, co))). Moreover, under our assumptions, y,~D,(u/2, co). Then 
Theorem 2.2 is applicable and yields the first statement and (3.15), (3.16). 
Finally, if u E C’( [0, T]), for t > 0, we have y’(t) = u’(t) Be(U(‘)-U(o))BW(t) + 
e@‘~‘)-“‘“%v’(t) =u’(t) By(t) + Ay(t), so that (3.13) and (3.11) hold. Hence 
the last statement follows from Theorem 2.2. [ 
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